
NO TIME - THE PUKES 

 

G/// Bm/// C/// D///   G/// Bm/// C/// D!!! 

 

G///         Bm///         C///           D///  

We’re all in such a hurry, got no time to stop and chat 

Head full of a thousand worries, running late for my yoga class 

I drive my car down to the gym, go nowhere fast on the running machine 

I work all hours so I can pay for two weeks’ rest on holiday 

 

C///                   Bm///              G///        C/// 
We’re all stressed out to the max, what a time to be alive 

          G///     C///      G///     D/// 
But there ain’t no time like this time 

         G///     C///      G///     D/// 

No there ain’t no time like this time 

 

G///         Bm///         C///        D///  

We’re all in such a hurry, got no time meet a friend 

I pay a pro to hear my problems, pop a pill to make them end 

I’m so scared about tomorrow that I can’t enjoy today 

I’ve got a routine I have to follow just to get me through the day 

 

[CHORUS] 

 

G///         Bm///   C///  D///  

Time to slow down my friend 

We all reach the same destination in the end 

We’re running to keep still, making ourselves ill 

Running to keep still, making ourselves ill 

Running to keep still,making ourselves ill 

                     D! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
Running to keep still 

 

G///         Bm///         C///           D///  

We’re all in such a hurry, got no time to stop and chat 

Head full of a thousand worries, running late for my yoga class 

I drive my car down to the gym, go nowhere fast on the running machine 

I work all hours so I can pay for two week’s rest on holiday 

 

[CHORUS] 

 G///     C///      G///     D/// 

Ain’t no time like this time (ooh ooh hoo) 

Ain’t no time like this time (ooh ooh hoo) 

Ain’t no time like this time (ooh ooh hoo) 
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